A Virtual Course
with Leslie Temple-Thurston, Brad Laughlin and the CoreLight Teachers

February-April 2017 w Sundays, 9-11am US Pacific Time

Many people are feeling shattered, shocked and confused as our world experiences massive

change. We are in a period of formlessness and uncertainty, both collectively and personally,
as old forms dissolve and new ones emerge. It is a time for letting go of the old, which can be
emotionally challenging. It is also time for embracing and celebrating the new, which can be
exciting—if we know what to look for!
The pendulum is swinging: The shadow is hitting the
fan (two examples being the U.S. Presidential election
and Brexit), and there are victories for the light (one
example is Standing Rock). It is a time of extremes and
unpredictability, as never before! This surreal quality
is likely to continue for an extended period. Things are
likely to get worse before they get better.
How do we cope day to day with the changes?
It is critical to practice holding a strong witness to the emotions passing through us—allowing
them, naming them and letting them go. It is a perfect opportunity to process judgments,
thoughts and feelings, to clear the ego and to practice choosing love.
It is a time for gathering in community,
meditating together and sharing our hearts.
We are being given an extraordinary
opportunity to look inside ourselves and at
what’s happening in our world—to open to
the truth. By discovering the truth, ultimately
we can awaken to universal Truth. Thus we
remember who we truly are: pure awareness,
love and light.

This is the ascension of human consciousness. We are moving from the paradigm of

separation and polarization into a beautiful new paradigm of heart-centered consciousness.
The greatest gift we can give the world is our own awakened consciousness. When enough
of us are in that state, we will manifest the changes we wish to see in the world. We will
experience inner and outer peace.
This is an incredible time for change and growth!
Despite the surreal quality of life at the moment, we must remember that everything has its
perfection.
Our course includes six calls with Leslie and Brad, plus six optional processing calls with the
CoreLight teachers. The calls with Leslie and Brad will include:
•
•
•
•

Guidance for spiritual awakening
Insights about how to thrive and to choose higher love amidst the changes
Updates on the prevailing energies
Viewing from a higher perspective what is actually happening on our beloved Earth at this
momentous time
• Group discussions
• Processing
• Q&A and the opportunity to share how you feel and what you are experiencing

Processing Calls with CoreLight Teachers
Processing is a way of clearing and healing states of negativity and limitation that keep us
stuck in ego. By shining a light on these shadow aspects of consciousness, we awaken to our
true, illumined and brilliant nature—which is love.
The six optional processing calls with the CoreLight teachers are a very powerful way to
reconcile polarized states of consciousness, both personally and collectively, and to assist
us in moving more fully into ascended states of consciousness. The Squares technique
is a profound tool that Leslie brought through in her book, The Marriage of Spirit, for our
awakening to unconditional love. Doing squares as a group multiplies the clearing and
healing effect exponentially—and makes processing a lot of fun!
CoreLight teachers, Barbara Sawicki and Kellyann Conway, who are expert processors, will
facilitate the processing calls.
Power of OnE
As a community we hold enormous power to affect positive change with the intention of our
unified mind. Please join us and increase our Power of One exponentially!
Recordings
All class recordings will be downloadable for free for enrolled participants after the class. You
can still participate in the course even if you cannot attend class in real time.
Online Forum
The course includes an online forum for all participants. “Caucus” is a place where Brad
and Leslie will post further information and resources and where we can carry on our
conversations in between classes. We look forward to participating in lively group discussions
with the worldwide CoreLight community!
Open to All
This course is open to all—not
just to Spiritual Warrior students,
Enhanced Self-Discovery students
and graduates. It is an opportunity
for anyone to join the CoreLight
community and meet Leslie and
Brad. Please invite any friends and
colleagues to participate. Thank
you!
We hope you will join us, and we
look forward to being with you!

Logistics
Dates/Times
Calls with Leslie and Brad on Sundays 9-11am PST:
• February 5, 19
• March 5, 19
• April 2, 23 (note: we skip April 16, as it falls on Easter Sunday)
Optional processing calls with CoreLight teachers on Sundays 9-11am PST:
• February 12, 26
• March 12, 26
• April 9, 30
Tuition
The heart of CoreLight’s message is about love and
generosity, and that is why we offer this course on a
sliding-scale basis for those who need it. The suggested
tuition is $97/month for three months, or $291 total. If
you are not able to pay this amount, you may choose
your own price. Nobody will be turned away due to lack
of funds.
If you can afford to give more, please do, as this will help compensate for those who cannot
afford the recommended tuition price.
There is a “gift economy” birthing in the world, and we celebrate this new paradigm of
heart-centered consciousness. We thank you for giving generously in support of CoreLight’s
important work for inner and outer peace in the world.
Registration
Please click here to register.

